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    1  Och Så Kom Det En Dag Till    2  Hela Den Långa Vägen Hem    3  Smaken Av Jord    4 
Tiggarstav    5  Soffan Du Ville Slänga    6  Den Rasande Balansen    7  Billiga Champagnen   
8  Tänk På Ett Tal    9  Pyromanernas Förbund    10  Samma Gamla Dans    Richard
Danielson - Vocals. A real deep down heavy blues-voice, bleeding harmonicaand acoustic
guitar   (that sometimes sounds very electric with the feedback from the monitors).  Clas
Gustavsson - Acoustic guitar with wha-wha, and backing vocals.   On stage the engineer often
puts a microphone to his foot. He has got rhythm…   On the records he also occasionally plays
bas, percussion & drums.    

 

  

It has been said about us that we seems to be a bit schizophrenic in our music because we use
one part of the brain that has the blues-tradition, with lyrics in English, together with the other
part that has the Swedish tradition, with connections to the Swedish “visa” with it’s poetry.
Anyhow the name: BABA is African and Asian…

  

But we are not playing “world-music”, we just pick up the junk in our minds and let it go… And
the blues is the main part in there for both of us after been playing it in many different bands for
many years. The blues sure have a lot of babies all around the world and it have taken a lot of
different shapes and one of them is ours. Sweden have got a quite big blues-scene these days
with many qualified bands and artist, I guess we have to let it all out. Just to survive with all of
this snow… ---Richard and Clas, babablues.se
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